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Did the Allies do the right thing by abolishing Prussia?
The abolishment of prussia by allies after world war 2 was the erasing of prussian
identity, culture and erasing prussia from the map. Many prussian citizens lost prussian
citizenship. This was de prussianization against German citizens who have prussian
citizenship.

The allies had abolished prussia because they saw prussia as leading Germany been an
aggressor and inflaming Nazism.

Prussia before World War one.
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Prussia after world war one.

Prussia was split into two after world war one. There was East prussia and Free State of
Prussia to the West.

After World War 2, Prussia was abolished by the allies,never to exist again.
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While two (or even three) wrongs don’t necessarily make a right, Prussia itself was a
Germanised region (having been crusaded by the Teutonic Order for the Polish) and
had already seen the erasing of the Old Prussian language and culture. That Prussia
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